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About Morgan

Far out in the uncharted backwaters of the unfashionable end of the western spiral arm of the Galaxy lies a small unregarded yellow sun. Orbiting this at a distance of roughly ninety-two million miles is an utterly insignificant little blue green planet. On this planet lives a man named Morgan Hobbes. He's not the only person living there; in point of fact there are billions of people, and most of them wouldn't know who Morgan Hobbes was even if he threw a rock at them.

Not that he makes a habit of throwing rocks at people.

Apart from that, Morgan Hobbes is a pen name. He's spent enough of his life spelling his surname, so when he began publishing he chose a new name that was much simpler. The point is out of all those billions of people he's the one you're currently reading about.

Morgan lives in Newcastle, Australia with his wife and children. In his day job he works as a Business Analyst though he'd much prefer to be writing fiction. When not writing about himself in the third person, he enjoys writing fiction typically with a comedic bent and working through his ever-growing list of audiobooks and posting reviews of them at TheAudiobookReview.com. He's a fan of science fiction and fantasy. Preferably stories leaning towards humorous, but will read anything that takes his fancy.

Everything Morgan publishes is available exclusively through Amazon as eBooks. Paperbacks are also available to order through Amazon and most other bookstores where awesome books like his are sold. He has also published a few as audiobooks, so be sure to check those out over at Audible.

He sincerely hopes you enjoy the stories he has written and hopes you will leave a review on Amazon for any that you read.
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